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The Man Behind the Register

Herbert Ford was a British automotive engineer and journalist with a deep
passion for diesel engines. Born in 1921, he developed an early interest in
mechanics and engineering. After serving in the Royal Air Force during
World War II, Ford embarked on a career in automotive journalism. In the
early 1950s, he began specializing in diesel technology and became one of
the leading experts in the field.

Ford's passion for diesel engines extended beyond his writing. In 1973, he
founded the Turbo Diesel Register, a publication dedicated to exploring the
advancements and applications of turbo diesel technology. The Turbo
Diesel Register quickly gained a reputation as a valuable resource for
engineers, enthusiasts, and anyone interested in the field.
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The Groundbreaking Impact of the Turbo Diesel Register 73

The Turbo Diesel Register 73 played a pivotal role in advancing the
development and adoption of turbo diesel technology. It provided a platform
for engineers and researchers to share their latest findings, discuss
industry trends, and collaborate on new innovations. The register also
played a crucial role in educating consumers about the benefits of turbo
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diesel engines, which at the time were still relatively new and
misunderstood.

Through its in-depth technical articles, comprehensive test reports, and
insightful industry analysis, the Turbo Diesel Register 73 helped to
establish turbo diesel technology as a viable and efficient alternative to
gasoline engines. The register's influence extended beyond the automotive
industry, as it also influenced the development of turbo diesel engines for
marine, agricultural, and industrial applications.
Key Features of the Turbo Diesel Register 73

The Turbo Diesel Register 73 was known for its high-quality content and
rigorous editorial standards. It covered a wide range of topics related to
turbo diesel technology, including:

Technical specifications and performance data of turbo diesel engines
from various manufacturers

In-depth analysis of turbocharger design, combustion processes, and
emission control systems

Test reports and evaluations of new turbo diesel vehicles

Interviews with industry experts and leading engineers

News and updates on the latest advancements in turbo diesel
technology



The distinctive cover of the Turbo Diesel Register 73, known for its in-depth technical
content.
The Legacy of the Turbo Diesel Register 73

The Turbo Diesel Register 73 ceased publication in the early 2000s, but its
legacy continues to shape the diesel engine industry. The publication's
comprehensive archives remain a valuable resource for researchers,
engineers, and automotive enthusiasts. The register's pioneering spirit and
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commitment to technical excellence have inspired numerous other
publications and organizations dedicated to advancing diesel engine
technology.

Today, turbo diesel engines are widely used in a variety of applications,
from passenger cars and heavy-duty trucks to marine vessels and
industrial equipment. The efficiency, reliability, and environmental benefits
of turbo diesel technology have made it an essential part of the modern
transportation landscape. The Turbo Diesel Register 73 played a significant
role in establishing the foundation for this technological revolution.

Herbert Ford's Turbo Diesel Register 73 was a groundbreaking publication
that played a pivotal role in the advancement and adoption of turbo diesel
technology. Through its in-depth technical content, comprehensive test
reports, and insightful industry analysis, the register educated consumers,
informed engineers, and inspired innovators. Today, the legacy of the Turbo
Diesel Register 73 continues to shape the diesel engine industry, as turbo
diesel technology remains an essential part of the modern transportation
landscape.
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